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overall, the delay compensation works fine. i had a problem with a synth module (m1) that stopped
working at all, and this was not a problem with any other plug-ins. however, it was possible to get it
to work if i played an audio plug-in on a sub-oscillator bus, and used the ctrl key while dragging the
mod wheel to compensate for the plug-in's latency. the vst to rtas adapter is, alas, not available in
apple's instruments tool. i had been led to believe this was due to restrictions imposed by apple on

the fw-101 framework (and hence on the dx-97 and dx-100 instruments). however, the same
fxpansion plugin works fine on ios 12 and later on the ios simulator, so it cannot be the case.

obviously this is a problem, and i was unable to find a workaround. it would be really great if we could
get permission from apple to use the fw-101 framework. the design of the vst to rtas adaptor is very
clever. although i had the impression that apple's own bundled vst to rtas plugin needed a lot of ram,
the fxpansion plugin uses only 32mb of ram (enough for 476 instruments) and its internal buffers are

shared between plug-ins. more than this, the design allows for the automation information,
parameter data, audio, and any internal buffers to be shared between plug-ins. obviously there are

no restrictions on the audio, control panel or automation plug-ins themselves, but the same does not
apply to any plug-ins which use such shared data. this includes the fxpansion plug-ins themselves!

the order in which they load is important, though, and plug-ins loaded later will take priority for
parameters, automation, etc., so they cannot be driven simultaneously by two vst to rtas adaptors.
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Pro Tools compatible audio plug-in & MIDI
controller with an intuitive drag and drop

user interface. The iTEMT VSTi-RTAS
Converter allows you to instantly turn all
your favorite VST2.0 plug-ins into RTAS-

based Pro Tools compatible plug-ins, via the
easy to use Drag and Drop interface. You can
enjoy the benefits of both classic VST plug-
ins and Pro Tools, as if they were native in
the new wave of portable, Windows, OS-X,

and Linux workstations. Over 10,000 VST and
VSTi compatible plug-ins are included, with

support for 100+ MIDI controllers.
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Compatible with VST 2.0 and RTAS. VST to
RTAS Plug-In supported. Works with both 32

and 64-bit versions of Windows XP and
newer and Mac OS-X (10.4+) versions. Works
with over 100 VSTi & VST plug-ins. ADAPTRT
2.0 is also available as a fully-featured audio
plug-in, providing all the essential tools and
functions needed to work with its VSTi plug-
ins. All VST and VSTi plug-ins are supported.

The ADAPTRT 2.0 is free to download and
available now in the store. The ADAPTRT 2.1

is a plug-in to convert your VSTi or VST
(Windows) to RTAS (Pro Tools). Import

WAV/AIFF, WMA, MP3, MIDI, & Audio CDs. All
formats are supported. ALL VSTi/VST plug-ins
supported. 100+ MIDI controllers supported.
Plugin-compatible with ADAPTRT 2.0, so you
can use the free version with its 100+ plug-

ins. With the ADAPTRT 2.1 and additional
plug-ins from iTEMT, such as SyncIt2 &
Soundforge, creating audio plug-ins is a

snap. The ADAPTRT plug-in can import audio
CDs, mp3, MIDI, etc. and export to mp3,

WAV, AIFF, WMA, VST, and RTAS. The DSP
plug-in supports audio to audio (outboard or
computer) and audio to MIDI (computer). You
can save preset and plug-in GUI settings in
the DSP plug-in so you can use them later.

The DSP plug-in is more stable than the
ADAPTRT plug-in because the ADAPTRT plug-
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in reads the plug-in parameters from the
VSTi plug-in. The ADAPTRT also reads the

plug-in GUI settings so it automatically
updates the plug-in UI. You can also use the

ADAPTRT to convert VSTi plug-ins to VST
plug-ins. The ADAPTRT 2.1 is free to

download and available now in the store.
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